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The basic technology for the army's fancy high-tech M68 CCO (Aimpoint) was first patented all the way back in 1900. The concept of reflex vision, in short, is that the ambious light is used to reflect the verse of the picture through the lens into the arrow's line of sight. When properly installed on the gun, that restraint can
be used for aiming. The first reflex guns were mounted on fighter jets at the end of World War I, and by World War II they were standard equipment. Up to this point, however, they were quite cumbersome and fragile though, and so the market for reflex sights on small arms didn't really come up until the end of World War
II. One of the first commercially successful such attractions was the Nydar 47, made by Swain Nelson's company and presented in 1945. It was intended as a sight for shotgun hunters to help in shooting at flying birds (basically the same use as when used in fighter jets). We've had a chance to look at one lately, and it's
very neat: the Nydar Model 47 reflex vision with a leather lens lid. The main lens is quite large by today's standards, close to 1.5 inches. The lattice is a white pattern of bullseye, and a little dim, but definitely visible (I'd rate it as more noticeable than an integrated look at the FN PS90). The Bullseye-style grille pattern
(sorry for the dust) grille looks better in the face; it was a little tricky to get a picture of it. As with today's optical sights, several different mounting bases have been made so that the standard sight unit can be attached to different shotguns. The base is designed to be mounted on a rounded pump receiver, SxS, or
automatic shotgun We haven't actually tried using one of them, but the general consensus is that they were a bit fragile. They never became popular, and it was really only with the rather recent military acceptance at close range of optical attractions that popular interest in them really became widespread. USA (A)F
GUNSIGHTS - N- SERIES OF REFLECTOR GUNSIGHTS N-1 Gunsight (experimental only) The first of the N-series reflector gunsights, the N-1 was developed by the Arms Laboratory, Wright Field at the request of the Air Corps after the final test of the German sight ENI in late 1931. Only two N-1 sights were
manufactured and tested on the XP-6H and the P-6E aircraft in early 1934 and on the A-12 3rd Strike Group at the end of the year. Unfortunately, the A-12 crashed less than two weeks later, killing the pilot and damaging his eyesight. The tests, however, were satisfactory, even if requests were made to provide a wider
aperture and change the design of the scope to facilitate the installation of the aircraft. N-2 Gunsight Based on experience, experience, rooted with N-1, Arms Lab The N-2, the first reflector look to see widespread use in the army. The N-2 was placed in aluminum mold, provided by an optical aperture of 2 1/8 inches and
used, thanks to the front surface mirror, the L-shaped optical system system lamp and grille that precede the crease). The original lattice consisted of a single vertical line crossed by short horizontal lines indicating gravitational drops for ground targets at known ranges. The N-2 was produced in the following versions: N-
2: electric connector for the two-wire system (manufactured by Kline Manufacturing Co) N-2A: the same, as N-2, with the exception of a single-wire grounded electrical system and split-type lamp shelter for greater availability of the lamp (a) N-2B: found some references about the N2-B, but it is doubtful that there ever
existed N-2AN: the Navy purchased the N-2A. Identical N-2A, except for the grille and the location of the plate. The U.S. Navy initially ordered 1,800 attractions, but later reduced its order to 800 (b). They were basically (completely ?) installed by the early F4F-3 and F4F-4 Wildcats. In November 1936, in what could be
considered the first operational use of the reflector of the sights of SOBR, eight P-26B 17th Pursuit Squadron were equipped with N-2 attractions as part of the annual artillery training. It was also one of the very few times when a reflector look was installed in front of a wind screen on an operational aircraft (the only other
example I have identified so far is the AT-12). The tests were positive, and the N-2 was subsequently installed on most late 30s fighter jets like the P-35, P-36, P-43, but also early versions of the P-39 and P-40 fighter jets. The service tool and engineering company, the sole manufacturer of N-2A and N-2AN, also
released an export version of the ST-1A (see photos below). This spectacle was installed at least at the beginning of the RAF Mustang I, long-legged P-40 and Bell P-400. a) Gun Sights - Installation, Inspection and Use - Type N2 and N2A Fixed Gun Sights, Technical Order 11-35-5 of March 1, 1939 (b) Navy Bureau of
Ordnance, memo to the Chief of the Air Corps of March 8, 1941 N-3 Gunsight N-3 series gunsights was by far the most produced and by far the most widely used AAF gunsight of World War II, as it was, at one time or another Installed on almost every AAF fighter, strike aircraft, medium and light bomber, but also a
trainer and even a surveillance aircraft that need a fixed gunsight. It was also used briefly as a tower view at least on the B-24 and probably on Martin's upper tower. The N-3 was definitely not great and excellent gunsight, but it had the advantages of being available (and in large quantities), cheap (3 to 6 times cheaper
than the Mark 8 or N-9) and the size is suitable for most aircraft cabins. The N-3, N-3A and N-3B gunsights were mostly N-2A attractions with a few minor differences (see below), and only a big improvement finally came with the N-3C (standardized late 1943), which was lighter (recycled aluminum body) and on which the
lamp could, it's easy to change in-flight in case of failure. Note that the issue of in-flight lamp failure has already been partially resolved prior to the arrival of the N-3C with the installation of a switch switch and the new G-9 Mazda dual-strand lamps on existing Gunsights. This modification allowed The lamp only used one
thread at a time, and if it burned, you just had to switch to another. N-3 (standardized in early 1939): similar to the N-2A, with the exception of the 24-volt system; N-3A (standardized in early 1941): similar to the N-3, with the exception of the larger opening of the holder, to allow the use of 70 miles (later 101 mil) of the
grille and moving the data plate toward the gunsight to avoid light reflection. N-3B (standardized mid 1942): N-3A with two system wires and uses a screw on a type of electric connector instead of a push-on type. The N-3 series also had the distinction of using a large variety of sighting heads (which are much fun
collecting) as, besides standard government heads purchased, they were also fitted with many different heads designed and produced by direct airplane manufacturers. It was really customary in the early years to provide manufacturers with just the sight and let them design/install their own look mounts and sight heads.
Some early installations, with gunsight fixed on the cockpit floor, didn't even use any sighting head as the reflector glass was fixed on the back of the instrument or directly on the windshield (P40 BPC, for example). The N-4 Gunsight (never produced) N-4 was ordered and developed as an improved version of the N-3
involving, among others (and): the sun filter of polaroid variable density; A set of 5 interchangeable grids; integrated bubble level (inclinometer) and manual angle of attack input. Contracts were concluded with both Bell and Howell and Fairchild Aviation in March 1941, but progress was subsequently slow and apparently
unsatisfactory, and both contracts were finally cancelled in 1942. No N-4 sight or even prototype (s) have ever been produced. (a) Air Corps Spec XR-24649, Sight fixed gun Type N-4, April 3, 1940, note the N-1 on March 20, 1941. N-5 Gunsight The N-5 was simply a standard N-3 sight equipped with a certain smaller
(lower) reflective head and a new grille designed for flexible artillery. The N-5 was commissioned specifically for use in the martin's upper tower, which was smaller and did not allow the use of standard N-3 reflector heads or K-series sights available at the time. While the N-5 was actually produced and used operationally,
it is unclear. I personally have never seen one and do not know a single collector who has one or even seen one. In addition, the period photos of Martin turrets do not allow you to see if they are equipped with a standard N-3 or a new N-5 look. The N-6 and N-6A Gunsights N-6 was the first of the N-series, which was
specifically designed for flexible artillery for use in tower towers not equipped with compensated sights. The Air Force Material Command also requested a) N-6 to replace the old iron at all other gun positions in medium and heavy bombers (but most of the period photos clearly show that this did not happen). The sight
and optical system, also very similar to the N-3, were more compact. In addition, it was equipped: flipping green solar filter; attached ring and ball ball Vision in the case of electrical vision failure; Easily replaceable lamp one ring with the central point of the orange lattice. The early N-6s were fitted with a 29.7-mile ring
grille, later replaced by a more standard 70-mile ring grille. (b) The N-6 was most widely used in the martin and Bendix upper tower, the B-24 towers (nose and tail), the B-17 towers and the P-61 night fighter remote control station. Adapter rings were also available to fit either the A-1 or A-2 head tilt for use as fixed
gunsight artillery on attack and light bomber aircraft (c), but if these combinations were ever used promptly is unclear. The N-6 was also field modified for use as a fixed gunsight on the B-25 in PTO. One of the most famous is PAPPY'S FOLLY, Colonel Paul Pappy Gunn's own B-25. (a) A memo to the Air Force Material
Command dated 10 June 1943. (b) Handbook of instructions with a catalogue of parts for the type N-6 Gunsight, T.O. 11-35-12 of March 1, 1944. (c) The N-6 with its head A-1 has even been tested for the potential use of a B-24 bomber to bombard through broken clouds. The N-7 Gunsight (experimental only)
development of the N-7 was launched in January 1942 to produce an improved N-3A fixed gunsight, but still using the same lens to facilitate and accelerate future production. The sight was developed by the L A.B., New Jersey laboratory, which, in addition to several prototypes and test units, also produced a very limited
production of 20 units. This new spectacle included new and improved features such as: airtight optical cameras against condensation and moisture entry; A lamp that can be easily replaced in flight The view reflector glass is only supported at the bottom, reducing interference for pilot visibility to a minimum (later
replaced by the standard A-2 tilt head); 70 miles of lattice (later changed to 100 miles); Integral solar filter Grill mask to be used for night fights (reducing bears to one point). Tests conducted in November 1942 and July 1943 (a), including flight tests of B-39, P-47 and B-25, were satisfactory, but it was concluded that
improvements to the N-7 sight compared to the N-3A sight (especially if it is equipped with a new A-2 tilt head) do not require production (b) and the N-7 was finally placed in the out-of-date classification in September 1943 as the best and more suitable spectacle (i.e. N-9) can be purchased and delivered at an earlier
date (in) AAF, Eglin Field - N-7 Fixed Gunsight Service Test Reports - December 2, 1942 and July 12, 1943, respectively. (b) A memo to the Air Force Material Command dated 24 July 1943. (c) A memo to the Air Force Material Command dated April 20, 1944. N-8 n-8A Gunsights Designed to Be Used as a Fixed
Gunsight for Fighters flexible gunsight artillery for hand guns and towers (a), the N-8 Retiflector (b) gunsight design has moved away from other AAF attractions in that it used reflective instead of a refracting collimator and used Mangin Mangin Mangin instead of the usual lens. (c) The light from the lamp, mounted in the
removable holder at the bottom of the scope, passes through the reticule, fixed directly above it, then through the reflective plate to the Mangin mirror at the top of the scope. After collimation, the light returns to the reflective plate from which it is reflected on the gunner's eye. The early N-8s were equipped with a 70 mile
single ring with a central lattice point soon replaced by a 100 mile three-door orange thread. As for the N-6, the N-8 attractions were also equipped with a flipping solar filter (the usual green early replaced by Polaroid variable density later) and attached ring and beaded sight in case of vision failure. Despite its qualities,
the N-8 finally saw limited use: mostly in the waist and tail guns setup the end of the B-25, B-26 Marauders and B-17. As a fixed gunsight, it was only used (to my knowledge) at some end B-26 Marauder trainers in the US and never on a fighter jet. (a) Air Force test site, Eglin Field, final report on the N-8 sight test, 15
June 1943. (b) As the light is folded on itself by the mirror, this type of gun has been given the name of a reifer. (c) Developed by the French company Optique et Pr'csion de Levallois and used in operation in the late 1930s by French fighter jets with RX series pistols. N-9 n-9-1 Gunsights, developed from the outset
(along with N-7) Material Command as an improved N-3 replacement, the requirements and improvements for the N-9 were: have excellent optical performance (reduced aberrations and parallax); Be as compact as possible Bulbs can be easily exchanged during the flight; have at least 101 mils reticle; airtight optical
cameras as protection against condensation and moisture; Reflective glass attached at the bottom, only to minimize interference with the pilot's visibility; Have a tiltometer that is easy to see the pilot; Improved electrical system to avoid the potential deviation of the compass when gunsight is turned on and be economical
for production (but it still costs the U.S. taxpayer about $160 a piece or at least 4 times the price of the N-3). The inspection of the experimental N-9 in early July 1943 showed a significant promise, and since then the Material Command has repeatedly requested every effort to obtain the necessary critical materials and
resources to ensure rapid and uninterrupted production. Initial contracts for 4,900 attractions were placed in October and November 1943 with Bell and Howell and Robinson Houchin Optical Co. with additional orders of 14,100 attractions (including orders for the 3rd Sperti supplier) after later. The N-9 was built in 2
versions: type N-9 Gun Sight (all three manufacturers) and type N-9-1 Gun and Sight rocket (contrary to what the documentation says, it was done not only by Sperti, but also at least Houchin Optical Co.). The two versions were identical, except for the incisions. (a) Originally planned to equip all fighter jets and most of
the majority and medium-sized bombers (b), delayed deliveries, space restrictions in some of the intended aircraft (P-38 and P-61) and the arrival of the K-14/ Mk-21 attractions (U.S. purchased copies of the British gyroscopic gunsight) N-9 was, Finally, the plant is installed on a limited number of aircraft: all P-51D to P-
51D-20-NT 44-12852 and P-51D-20-NA 44-72226 (c). Contrary to what is often written, the N-9 has never been installed on the P-51B and C as the required number of cabin modifications and additional parts to be manufactured were deemed ineffective. Update: If it is true that the P-51B and C were not equipped with
the N-9 on the production line, some of them are nevertheless the field changed from the N-9, as one of the gallery photos below will show. P-63 from P-63A-10 via P-63C-5 to replace N-3C gunsight. A-26 (later B-26) replaces N-3B or N-3C gunsight. The XP-40 and XP-75 prototypes. The N-9 can be used without a
sighting head (P-63) or be fitted with either a B-1 fixed or A-3 variable head vision. Fighter-type aircraft were originally planned to equip the A-3 with variable reflective head (used for low-level and skip bombardment and missile firing), but after many reports were received from operational units that fighter pilots did not
use the tilt function of their N-3 gunsights and always leaving their sights set at zero, it was decided to match the N-9 only B-1 fixed heads on the fighter jets. (e) The N-9 was also equipped with several post-war aircraft as they were installed at least on the F-86D (without the sighting head used as a stand-in for manual
rocket fire), most RF-84F (with a specially designed head sight, replacing the earlier N-3!), advanced T-28A simulators and, finally, the most modernized renamed helicopters. (a) Handbook of instructions for GUNSIGHTS type N-9 and N-9-1, AN 11-35-18 revised June 1, 1945 (b): B-25, B-26, A-26, A-36, P-40, P-61, P-
63, P-75, P-38, P-47 and P-51. Sources: USSTAF Memorandum on munitions No. 4-25 AIRCRAFT GUNSIGHT GUIDE and memo from the U.S. Air Force Material Command dated December 22, 1943. (c) Source: P51sig.com (d) Instructions of the Air Force Material Command of May 25, 1944 (e) AAF Headquarters -
Variable Head Reflector for The Gun Sights Fighter Aircraft - 28 December 1943 N-10sight Gunsight (only experimental) Last of the series N reflector gunsights, The N-10 was a smaller version of the successful N-9 and was intended for use in fighter jets if the N-9 or other gunsights could not be easily installed due to
space constraints (i.e. P-38). Based on Bell and Howell's proposal of July 1943, a total (only) 7 gunsights were ordered for flight testing and trial installation in the engineering layouts of the P-38 aircraft (a). Flight tests conducted at the Air Force training ground, Eglin Field in 1944, were positive (b), even if not found the
ideal installation for the cockpit P-38. However, by the end of 1944 production had not yet been launched, and the C-38 C-38 With the K-14 (which never was), the N-10 was canceled. The N-10 was equipped with the same 101 mile grille with an identical image as the one in the N-9 look. Service tool and Eng. developed
both fixed (B-2) and variable (A-4) reflective heads for the N-10. These were almost identical miniature versions of the B-1 and A-3 heads mounted on the N-9. Note: at least one N-10 has been preserved and is currently in the collections of the AF Museum. (a) Expenditure Order Files 554-246 and 554-272 (b) N-9 and
N-10 Sight Test, Air Force Council Draft of May 25, 1944, 1944 ww2 reflex sight reticles. cod ww2 reflex sight. cod ww2 reflex sight reticles. call of duty ww2 change reflex sight. nydar reflex sight ww2. were reflex sights used in ww2. how to edit reflex sight ww2. cod ww2 lens sight vs reflex
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